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A person is special who thinks of others before his own personal needs. A record is true when kept preserved
in the archives and focused on when all other signs point to life. For the truth is seen when we focus on what
has survived and surpassed the time frame of a human whose needs are set aside to reveal the inner truth. Can
we expect our memory to remain true if our heart is not focused on how to help others who need direction and
truth. Mother Teresa was dedicated to preserve the human spirit by lending a hand and being kind when all
others might toss away the troubled in life. For if we do not look at a circumstance some would say dispose of
them for they matter not yet the reality is that nothing has changed and all hurt is intensified when others cast
people aside. Someone will say you matter now let me help you and kindly give or others may stay at your
side and listen and tend and take the time for value is placed on the heart and not on your precious time. For in
kindness we shall determine importance and propel the avenues of the mind while others would never take the
avenue that places importance above self restraint. If our importance is set aside our mind will not criticize
and if religion condemns love then relationship shall meet us there and then we will fly above the rest as we
see Gods hand extended to us. Take the time to consider what is important and who does this benefit most if it
is only for you lets think is it truly the best choice to do. All people need to feel someone cares and when we
suffer because of choice maybe our self should take second place. Can I help you means your on the right
track and all people will compensate when others stand at the gate waiting for someone to dedicate their life to
favor the human race. Your wisdom is revealed in action and truth and all others will not assume anything you
to say to be right until they know you care for them for giving comes without a price for them. When you give
they want to give back. Should the human race give what they want in life and soon see it returned back to
them without any strife. I see some giving to others today and expecting to be paid and their kindness has a
price that will hurt and bring demise. It is important there will be time for you when life is balanced in truth
and all you do celebrates and sings Hallelujah to our King. For look at a child who needs so much and watch a
mother give to them and her life is fill with love and her memories are a blessing all her days. Life is like a
river it is true what flows from you will be given to you and this circle we call life will be considered a
remarkable life. What you need give away and all things will point back to you and trust the love of Jesus
Christ for He gave all of life so you can live a prosperous life. Prosperity is when value overrides strife and
wealth means living in truth for all your days which will bless you and all those in your family. Give to
receive and keep your peace. Take from others and meet the in complete to hoard for you will be your pit yet
to give away will add pep to your step. Watch the prosperous who are kind for they have many blessings in
their life.
Amen.
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